mechanical theory of single scattering, Rutherford's law, wave mechanics and the discovery of electron diffraction. Chapter II outlines the geometrical theory of electron diffraction by atoms in terms of Schrödinger's equation and Dirac's theory, and extends this to the interference maxima obtained from molecules in gases and vapours. Chapter III, on the geometrical theory of electron diffraction by crystals, begins with the now familiar definitions of the reciprocal lattice, and proceeds to give Laue's expressions for the intensity of electrons in any direction resulting from diffraction of a plane wave by a parallelepipedal crystal, Ewald's construction for the strong diffracted rays and, finally, the intensity distribution in ring patterns from polycrystalline specimens and in single spot patterns. Effects due to crystal shape are also discussed. A short description of diffraction of molecular rays and neutrons is given in the fourth chapter. The highest development of the theory of electron diffraction by crystals, namely, the dynamic theory with its many assumptions and approximations, forms the subject matter of the fifth and longest chapter. The author has made it clear that this is still incomplete in that he has not been able to take into account the unknown variation of fields near the surface of the crystal. The effect of heat motion in crystals on the diffraction phenomena is not discussed and it is hoped that this gap will be filled in a later edition.

As one who finds the Gothic alphabet confusing, I would like to express the further hope that some day an internationa accepted system of symbols and notation will be achieved.

This important book can be warmly recommended to the advanced physics student and to all workers in the field of structure analysis. No reader can fail to appreciate and be stimulated by Laue's brief discussion of causality in relation to the development of the particle-wave idea.

G. I. FINCH

Imperial College of Science and Technology
London S.W. 7
England


This part completes the volume devoted to antimony in the eighth edition of the Gmelin Handbuch. It covers the compounds of antimony with the less electro-negative non-metals, particularly sulphur and selenium, and as usual includes with much detailed and up-to-date physico-chemical data (literature references up to the middle of 1948 are given) some fascinating oddities from the byways of descriptive chemistry. It does not perhaps contain all the oddities which a crystallographer or mineralogist might expect; thus we learn that precipitated SbS is converted by a pressure of 1000 atm. to a form called metastibnite, but we are not told that this name was applied much earlier to an amorphous form of SbS found naturally, or indeed that naturally occurring crystalline SbS is called stibnite by English-speaking writers. A curious omission among the wealth of physical data (including optical data) on crystalline SbS is the refractive indices. Crystallographic details appear to be accurate, and a good feature is a statement of the method (e.g. 'powder photograph with Mo K radiation') when two substances are reported to have been shown to be the same by X-ray examination.

F. FAIRBROTHER

The University
Manchester 13, England
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